introduction to genealogy and the living family tree."

"some of the ethical issues of diving into an ancestor's past. An enjoyable
juggles the mechanics of such a massive undertaking, he interviews well-
embarks on a quest to hold the world's largest family reunion. As Jacobs

"ful novels with much wisdom to offer the reader. I highly recommend this
Hundred Small Lessons in-depth within the context of the story's rich character development.

"McBride has set the bar high once again.

"and satisfied my craving to know more about the most interesting of the
beautiful writing. A couple of multi-story combinations read like novellas,

"The holidays are always a stressful time, but imagine being with your immediate family for a full seven days
of quarantine! This is the premise of Hornak's Seven Days of Us. To ride out the weeklong quarantine
imposed due to daughter Olivia's work treating patients
imposed due to daughter Olivia's work treating patients
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